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The Art Of Steal Christopher
Christopher Marinello has spent three decades finding missing masterpieces, recovering half a billion dollars’ worth of art. He talks about threats from mobsters, tricky negotiations – and bungling th ...
‘We go after them like pitbulls’ – the art detective who hunts stolen Picassos and lost Matisses
Chris Serra will show his work, alongside that of fellow Conway artist John F. Galt, in a new show, "Metal in Bloom," in Northampton. (John Polack photo) ...
‘Metal in Bloom’ showcases steel, concrete work of Conway artists
11 Photos View Slide Show › By Tim McKeough Christopher Carter regularly uses reclaimed lumber, faded rope, tarnished metal and other ... which opens May 15 at NSU Art Museum Fort Lauderdale.
In Miami, a Sculpture Built to Live In
Renowned for their monumental architecture and rich visual culture, the Moche inhabited the north coast of Peru during the Early Intermediate Period (AD ...
The Art and Archaeology of the Moche
including Christopher Frost ’88.The exhibition, titled Strokes of Genius, was hands-on art: visitors could play the course, guided by a score card that described each hole and admonished players to ...
Artist Christopher Frost ’88 Scores a Birdie
Graduating visual arts seniors broke away from the traditional artistic confines of the gallery space at the department’s virtual thesis exhibition. Graduating seniors studying visual arts at Columbia ...
Class of 2021 visual arts students present a virtual senior thesis show
Keeping at bay his inner demons by devoting himself to art, metal drummer, Ruben, has been living for the moment for the past four years. Then, while on tour with his ...
Riz Ahmed, Paul Raci and Darius Marder on multi-Oscar nominated drama Sound of Metal0
ExOne now offers fast, durable, and affordable AMClad® Tooling, which leverages its sand 3D printing technology for a range of tooling applications.
ExOne Accelerates Expansion into 3D Printed Tooling Business with Acquisition of Freshmade 3D Assets
It's an evangelical sales pitch that morphs into a heavy metal concert. Pastor Spell grunts and screams while a chorus of berobed women sing harmonies — as though Ozzy Osbourne had replaced ...
CHRISTOPHER STEVENS on TV: The shrieking pastor who's more heavy metal than Songs Of Praise
"Hollywood's biggest night" will look different this year. But ample surprises are expected nonetheless, as well as some historic Oscar wins.
Who will win (and who should win) at the 2021 Academy Awards
Zack Snyder’s DC comic book movies have divided critics and fans alike, but there’s no question: Each film is singular. The 300 director teamed up with producer Christopher Nolan to give Superman the ...
Is Zack Snyder’s Superman the best onscreen Superman?
This year’s slimmed down Oscars may have been shorter, leaner, and more indie, but it’s a miracle they took place at all.
How the History-Making 2021 Oscars Went Down, from Chloé Zhao to Anthony Hopkins’ No-Zoom Anticlimax
Fox) and eccentric Doc Brown (Christopher Lloyd), the three movies’ narrative is as stainless as the steel doors on the DeLorean. Even innocuous, seemingly throwaway details in the first movie ...
Back to the Future Not Being Planned as a Trilogy Is What Makes It Great
David S. Goyer, who penned Man of Steel, as well as Thor: Ragnarok co-scribe Christopher L. Yost, and Iron Man co-writers Art Marcum and Matt Holloway, have all had goes at the script. Goyer was also ...
Noah Centineo exits Masters of the Universe and won't play He-Man
This article was originally posted Jan. 28. An updated list of winners of awards shows already held this season follow the schedule for the remaining awards shows.
Here's a recap of winners at 2021 awards shows, including Oscars, SAGs, Golden Globes; Webbys and Tonys still to be given out
The three-part, 44mm stainless-steel case has brushed and polished ... With a reputation for quality watchmaking at an accessible price, Christopher Ward has launched a new line of watches ...
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